
The Apple Dot Matrix Printer

The Apple Dot Matrix Printer

gives you professional-quality

printouts easily and efficiently.

Its high-resolution dot matrix

output is unmatched, making it

the right printer for reproducing

anything — graphics or text

—

created with Lisa.™

Like no other printer in its class,

the Apple Dot Matrix Printer

brings Lisa's revolutionary

graphics technology to the

printed page.



costing much more, the Apple
Dot Matrix Printer puts Lisa's

revolutionary graphics mouse
technology at your fingertips.

Unparalleled, high-resolution

print quality.

• The printer reproduces any-

thing created on Lisa— high-

resolution graphics and eleven

different typestyles and sizes, in-

cluding large presentation sizes.

• Each typestyle can be printed

in regular, bold, italic, under-

lined, shadow, and hollow— in

any combination.

• Printing can be done in either

horizontal ("landscape") or verti-

cal ("portrait") formats.

Choose from high-resolution,

normal, and high-speed
draft printouts. \_^/
• High resolution (160 x 144 dots

per inch) provides fine detail

for both graphics and text.

• Normal resolution (96 x 72 dots

per inch) is ideal for memos,
notes, and graphics.

Apple's high-resolution Dot Matrix

Printer can reproduce Lisa's text

and graphics with the precision of

printers costing much more.

Paper The Dot Matrix Printer takes

single-sheet and fan-fold paper.

Printouts High-quality printouts

reproduce any graphics and text

created on Lisa.

Ribbon The drop-in cartridge —
makes changing ribbons neat and

easy.

Controls All printer controls are .

on the front panel. The SEL control

enables you to stop the printer from

printing; use L.F. to advance one
line, and T.O.F. to advance to the top

of the page.

Cable To connect the printer, just —
plug one cable into the back of Lisa.

Typestyles The printer produces -

eleven different typestyles in any

combination of typefaces.

Speed Printing is bidirectional, at

the speed of up to 120 characters

per second.
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• Draft printing gives you high-

speed output for producing tex-

tual documents.

C
What you see on the screen is

tactly what you get on the
Anted page.
Lisa's unparalleled visual fidel-

ity is brought to the page by the

Dot Matrix Printer.

• The high-resolution mode
gives you crisp, clear graphics

and text.

• All formatting variables such
as margins, pagination, and line

spacing are stored with the doc-
ument. This enables you to de-

termine beforehand exactly how
your document will look in print.

Unsurpassed performance
and versatility.

• Printing options, such as por-

trait or landscape printing and
single-sheet or continuous-form

paper are selected from an easy-

to-use checklist.

• Since the printer prints exactly

what is on the Lisa screen, there's

no need to set print parameters

each time you need a printout.

• With Lisa's "background"
printing feature, your Dot Matrix

Printer can be printing one doc-

ument while you're working on

another.

From carton to printout

in 10 minutes.
• Just take the printer out of the

box, plug in the cable, and begin

printing. There are no switches

to set.

• To set up the printer, just select

the printer options from Lisa's

checklist.
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Extraordinary Graphics

Lisa's extraordinary graphics capability, combined with the Dot

atrix Printer's high-resolution, produces unparalleled graphics.

In high-resolution mode (160 x 144 dots per inch), the Dot Matrix

Printer produces precise graphics and near letter-quality text.

• Normal-resolution mode (96 x 72 dots per inch) is ideal for memos,
notes, and some graphics applications.

• Draft mode helps you produce lists and rough drafts at 120 char-

acters per second.
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High-resolution printout

reproduces near letter

quality documents.

Letter Quality Printouts for a Professional Look
• The quality of business letters and memos produced by the Dot

Matrix Printer rivals those produced by far more expensive printers.

• Margins, pagination, line spacing, and other formatting variables

are displayed on the screen for easy editing and adjustment.
• The print format for each document is stored with it for quick print-

ing of additional copies. The format can be changed at any time.

• Documents may be printed in vertical or horizontal formats.

• Printer configuration is easily selected from a Lisa checklist. This

configuration remains with the document until you change it.
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This versatile printer ca.

produce high-quality text

in many different type-

styles and sizes.

A Wide Variety of Typestyies
• Full raster printing offers you eleven different typestyies and sizes:

Courier 10 pitch; Prestige Elite 12 pitch; Gothic 15 pitch; Executive

proportional space; Modern 10 pitch, 12 pitch, proportional space,
1A inch, and Vs inch; and Classic 1/4 inch and Vs inch.

ach of these typestyies can be printed in six different typefaces:

ular, bold, italic, shadow, hollow, and underlined.

• Any typestyle (Courier 10 pitch, for example), can be combined
with any typeface (such as bold). Thus you can create Courier 10

pitch bold and underlined, or bold and italics, or even Courier 10

pitch bold italic underlined.

c

any document created on
Lisa in a horizontal format
— ideal for spreadsheets
and project scheduling.

Convenience Features
• Lisa's "background" printing feature lets you print one document
while you're working on another document or application.

• Print multiple copies of the same document, or portions of a docu-
ment, simply by choosing items from Lisa's printing checklist.

• Built-in tractor feed reduces wasted paper.
• Changing paper from single sheet to tractor feed is easy.
• Changing ribbons is clean and easy with drop-in cartridges.

• Installation takes less than 10 minutes. There are no switches to

set and there is only one cable to plug in.



The Apple
Dot Matrix Printer

Specifications

Printing method:
• 9-wire impact printhead (user-replaceable).

• Logic-seeking, bidirectional printing.

Print speed:
• In draft mode:
-120 characters per second.

-70 lines per minute.

Print modes:
• High Resolution

-160 x 144 dots per in. (6.2 x 5.6 dots per mm).
• Normal
-96 x 72 dots per in. (3.7 x 2.8 dots per mm).

• Draft

Typestyles available:
• Courier 10 pitch.

• Prestige Elite 12 pitch.

• Gothic 15 pitch.

• Executive proportional space.
• Modern proportional space.
• Modern 10 pitch.

• Modern 12 pitch.

• Modern Vi in.

• Modern 1/3 in.

• Classic Vt, in.

• Classic 1/3 in.

Typefaces available:
• Regular.

• Bold.

• Italic.

• Shadow.
• Hollow.

• Underlined.

Line spacing:
• Minimum: 1/144 in.

• Maximum: 99/144 in.

• Any value in between, including:

-1/6 in. (24/144 in.).

-1/8 in. (18/144 in.).

Controls:
• Printer Select/Deselect.

• Top-of-form feed.

• "Paper out" indicator.

Paper accommodated:
• Single sheets, rolls, fan-fold, or forms.

• Up to 10 in. wide.

•Up to 1/16 in. thick.

Number of copies:
• Original plus three copies.

Paper feed method:
• Friction or sprocket/pin feed.

• Loaded from rear top.

Ribbon:
• Black fabric (inked).

Driving method:
• Stepper motor.

Weight and dimensions:
• Weight: 18.7 lb. (8.5 kg).

• Width: 15 1/2 in. (39.8 cm).

•Depth: 11 in. (28.5 cm).
• Height: 4% in. (12.5 cm).

Power requirements:
• 115 V + 10% at 60 Hz.

• 100 V + 10% at 50/60 Hz.

•220V+ 10% at 50 Hz.

•240V+ 10% at 50 Hz.

Power consumption:
• Operating: 180 W maximum.
• Standby: 16 W.

Environmental requirements:
• Operating:

-Ambient temperature: 41°-104°F (5°-40°C).

-Relative humidity: 10-85%, noncondensing.
• Storage:

-Ambient temperature: -77° to +140°F (-25° to

-Relative humidity: 0-90%, noncondensing.
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-60° C).
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